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ON THE COVER: The sends

of Mustang Island near Port

Aransas are ideal for building
the perfect sandcastle (castle

by Mark Landrum). Phsto by

Earl Nottingham / TPWD

BACK COVER: A colorful
umbrella brightens the beach

at Galveston Island State Park.

Photo by Chase Fountain /

TPWD
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2A From PaddIes 42 The BigUN toPdasStn
Kayak anglers use hands-free
pedaling to reach fishing not
spots along the ccast.
by Dan Oko

Researchers delve into the
marvelous, malodorous
world of Texas skunks.
by Russell Roe
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Your lucky fishing hat is not the Chosen One.

It was not stitched of magic polyester by

the ancient fisher-folk of Atlantis.

It's a sweaty old hat.

Niade in Bangladesh.

By a machine.

Just like Jed's hat.

And Jed catches nothing.

So toss that brimmed bacteria bucket.

Or let your wife burn it.

Forget superstition. You have science.

You have the clarity of 580 technology.

COSTA D
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+ "WITH THE PEDAL-DRIVE, I CAN MAKE ABOUT 4 MILES PER
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THEY SAY CONFESSION IS GOOD FOR THE SOUL, so here goes: I love my
smartphone. This statement will make my friends laugh and my husband

cringe. For the first half of the decade, I was that loud voice claiming I had
no need to carry the world in my pocket. After all, who wants their email
to tap them on the shoulder all day long? What about those folks who

pull their phone out everywhere to the exclusion of the world around
them? They're a bunch of inconsiderate ninnies who are missing out on
real life, I'd say.

Alas, life dumped me in Los Angeles for two months late last summer. It
took me about three days to realize my daughter was right - if I wanted
to take a cab or navigate the maze of freeways, I'd have to give in. So I did.
During some lonely days out there (I fit into LA about as well as Tarzan
fit into NYC) I discovered the joy of having a pretty good camera in my

pocket at all times.

Now, when I see a spiderweb covered in dew drops glinting in the
late evening sun, I can click and ... best of all ... immediately share the
photo with family and friends. Cool spiders and butterflies and other
creatures I catch with my smartphone lens can be reported to iNaturalist,
transforming me into a superhero "citizen scientist" with little effort.
When a pair of black-bellied whistling ducks came to call last week, I
didn't even have to get out of bed to grab a cool video of them enjoying a
morning shower, complete with audio of raindrops plopping.

I'm an old-school girl when it comes to magazines. I want the feel and
smell and vision of beautiful photography on paper I can hold in my
hands. Paper has been my medium of choice for decades. But, like the
smartphone on which I view it, our Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine app
offers me a different experience altogether.

Our wonderful art director Nathan Adams came along just at the right
time for us, bringing technical knowledge and boundless creativity. We
no longer sigh "we can't do that in the magazine" because we now aren't
bound by paper and ink. On the app, photographs morph into video,
sounds are no longer spelled out, and long-form stories can offer more
in-depth information for those who like to dig deeper.

Since the app's launch in January 2015, we've expanded from iPads to
iPhones and more recently to their Android counterparts. Version 2.0 of
the app finds us offering more free content than ever before, with articles
sorted into "buckets" of interest for your perusal.

If you love your old-school mag as well as the ever-evolving world of
digital information, treat yourself to both (tpwmagazine.com/app). Of
course, it will be Dad's favorite Father's Day gift!

Louie Bond, Editor
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AT ISSUE

DADS AND FISHING: A WINNING COMBINATION
I DON'T KNOW WHO WAS MORE EXCITED by it

all, son or Dad. Probably Dad, if truth be told,

but judging by the collective whoops, there

was little doubt we were both having a grand

old time.

The big occasion was a little bass. It was my son
Ryland's first. Looking at his smile, which arguably was
about as big as the fish, you would have thought he had
just reeled in the new state record largemouth.

Candidly, I didn't know if there was going to be much
fishing for us on the fishing trip. We had gone down with
some friends to a little spring-fed lake on the west prong
of the Nueces to try our hand. But, as is customary with
young boys, splashing around in the water and skipping
rocks simply proved too enticing.

Our friends, recognizing that the skipping of rock after
rock across the water wasn't going to help their fishing,
quickly rigged up and eased off to parts up and down
river. But what the heck, I thought. Maybe when I started
casting, I'd get the little bushwhacker's attention and get
him focused on fish and not rocks. Wishful thinking,
perhaps, for a father trying to manage his not-quite
3-year-old boy, but worth a try, I thought.

Sure enough, the sight of a plastic lizard being flung
into the water was pretty appealing, and pretty soon, that
rod and reel found their way into his little hands, albeit
with mine wrapped around his. I think it was the third
or fourth cast when the bass struck. Ryland's eyes were
as big as saucers as that little fish fought and pulled, and
at least twice I thought it was going to rip the bent-over
rod right out of his hands.

After a brief tussle, we landed the fish on the
riverbank, all of a pound perhaps, with son and Dad
crying in unison, "We caught a fish. We caught a fish!"
After the obligatory picture taking, we released it right
back "into the deep," exactly where Ryland instructed me
to place it.

To hear and see Ryland tell it now, that fish was
longer than the tape measure. Yep, I think he'll make
a fisherman.

As we approach Father's Day, I am reminded
that fathers fishing with their kids and kids
fishing with their fathers is about as good as it
gets. That certainly is a perspective shared by my
old friend Will Nelson, who recounts a story in
this magazine about his perfect day with his dad
fishing Texas' upper coast. As Will aptly reflects,
time with Dad out fishing means a whole lot of
things to a young boy, most important of them all
is simply time outdoors with Dad.

At the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, we
know that one of the most important things we
can do is help get families out and about together

fishing from a pier, off a jetty, around a pond, in
the surf, on a lake, in a boat or within a park.
Recently we joined forces with Johnny Morris
and Bass Pro Shops and the Recreational Boating
and Fishing Foundation to launch a new initiative
called the George H.W. Bush Vamos a Pescar
program. The program, named after the nation's
41st president (an avid angler himself), is designed
to attract Hispanic families in the Houston area
into the sport of fishing and encourage them to
make it a lifelong activity for moms and dads and
their kids.

It is one of many programs at TPWD - from
Free Fishing in State Parks to Neighborhood
Fishin' to Junior Anglers - focused on recruiting
and retaining the next generation of anglers and
stewards of our aquatic resources. This Father's
Day, I hope that all the dads out there will reflect
upon the times their fathers took them fishing and
schedule time to do the same with their kids. As
both Will Nelson and I can readily attest, it may
be one of the best Father's Day gifts you can give
or get.

Thanks for caring about our wild things and
wild places. They need you now more than ever.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

8 * TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE
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GfOOD-L0VK"NGMAGAZINE APP
Got your app - outstanding job!

It is obvious when a real editor has his hands in the mix.

Seriously, this is by far the best-looking and most functional mag or e-book app I've

used. The extras are much-appreciated added value to the magazine.
JONATHAN SMITH

Austin

Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine responds: Thank you for your positive feedback. Our app is
now available on Android devices as well as iOS. Download it at Apple's App Store or Google Play
and start checking out all the great content. For more information, visit tpwmagazine.com/app.

As a seventh-generation Texan (my

forefather James Farmer fought in the

Battle of San Jacinto that made the land

we stand on a free and independent

republic), I think you do a great job with

the magazine.

I think your intentions are good in

always trying to improve the publication.

I have been a subscriber for most of

the last 45 years. You still have articles

on photography, hunting/fishing, places

to visit, Texas history (my favorite) and

the great things some of our small towns

have to offer.

You might consider occasionally pulling

some of those old articles from past issues

that some people missed.

Ads don't bother me at all because they

all have things that relate to Texas.

I appreciate your hard work.

DR. MORRIS NEEL

Fort Worth

I am currently completing my

communications merit badge for Boy

Scout Troop 380. I am just a few months

away from becoming an Eagle Scout. One

requirement is to write a letter to an

editor expressing my opinion or sharing

information. While doing my research, I

have enjoyed your magazine, especially

an article in your March 2016 issue. The

article is titled "Ten Parks That Bring

History to Life" by Dale Blasingame. I have

personally visited four out of the 10 parks,

and because of your article, I am looking

forward to visiting the rest.

I appreciate the Texas Parks and

Wildlife Department's dedication to the

preservation and conservation of these

important historical sites. Texas is a

wonderful state to live in, and its history

is rich and important. Your magazine

does an excellent job keeping the beauty

of Texas safe. In my opinion, you are

doing an excellent job preserving Texas

for the future.

PHILIP GRAYSON
Grand Prairie

I always enjoy your magazine, but

I particularly enjoyed the April issue

because of your article on Enchanted Rock

("Nature's Playground"). I spent my youth

in Mason, and we went to Enchanted

Rock on our eighth-grade outing in May

1946. I do not remember if I climbed to

the top of it on the first trip. I did finally

climb to the top of it. I think I have been

there three times, all many years ago.

PAT ELLEBRACHT

Lawrence, Kan.
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Send your letters to
Texas Parks d Wildlife magazine
4200 Smith School Road
Austin, TX 78744

We reserve the right to edit letters for
length and clarity.

u magazine tpwdtexos.gov

*I facebook.com/tpwmagazine

twitter.com/tpwmagazine

® instogrom.com/tpwmagazine

www.tpwmogazine.com



Texas game
wardens
star in new
reality

series
OUR OWN TEXAS GAME WARDENS are
featured in the new reality television

show Lone Star Law, premiering on
Animal Planet on June 2.

The fast-paced show shifts
between different stories from across

Texas in every episode, showing
how every day on the job can be

an adventure for a game warden.

Enforcing hunting and fishing laws
and performing lake patrols are the

game wardens' bread and butter, but
at a moment's notice that can change

to conducting a large-scale deer

f i

LONE STAR IJW
t PREMIERING\ 'Thursclay Jue 2 at 10/9c

poaching investigation, saving people

trapped by flash floods, rescuing sea

turtles and shorebirds from an oil

spill on the beach, serving arrest

warrants with local law enforcement
at a meth house or using night-
vision equipment to catch smugglers
in the Gulf.

Since 1895, game wardens have

served the residents of Texas by
providing law enforcement, water

safety and search-and-rescue, while

working to conserve and protect the

natural resources of the state.
Series producer Engel Enter-

tainment has filmed 13 hour-long
episodes. Popular Austin artist
Shinyribs (Kevin Russell) performs

the series theme song.
For more information, including

details about how and when to see
the show as they become available,
follow the series at facebook.com/
lonestarlaw. *
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Passport to Texas is your guide to the great Texas
outdoors. Any time you tune in, you'll remember
why you love Texas.
Go to www.passporttotexas.org
to find station near you that airs
the series. 'hox'

MAY 29-JUNE 4:
Finding refuge in hunting;
falconry; East Texas pines;
Lavaca Rio Ranch.

JUNE 5-11: Swimming hole
history; paragliding Franklin
Mountains; Gulf game wardens;
Rancho Zunzun.

JUNE 12-18:
Photographer Wyman Meinzer;
Big Bend sunrise; satellite
tracking; Gore Family farm.

JUNE 19-25:
Volunteer family; angler
Mark Stevenson; sledding
Monahans; forgotten
borderland; Purtis Creek

JUNE 26-JULY 2:
Rio Grande rafting;
Guadalupe River trout; barn
swallows; an inspired artist.

4& l ' 
TEXAS
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Highway
de dilcated to
fallen game
warden
ON MARCH 23, game wardens across

the state gathered in Southeast Texas to

attend a memorial designating FM 1293

as the Game Warden Wesley W. Wagstaff

Memorial Highway.
Wagstaff died in an accident on duty

on Aug. 5, 2003, while answering a call

about illegal hunting in the Big Thicket.

The head-on collision with another

driver, Kimberly Ann Loftin, who was

also killed, occurred on FM 1293.
"Today we honor Wesley Wagstaff

when he answered that call, not knowing

it was going to be his last," Game Warden

Peace Officers Association President
Robbie Robinson said at the dedication.
"Today we continue to honor him forever

by continuing to answer that call."
- Emily Moskal



MUSSEL MUSCLE
Zebra mussels have bullied their way
into Texas lakes.

BY LARRY D. HODGE

ZEBRA MUSSELS are a small invasive
species that cap do enormous damage
by attaching to anything in infested
waters. They can clog water treatment
plant intakes, cover beaches with sharp
shells and foul boat motors and hulls.
There is no known way to control
them once they have become
well-established in a body of water.

TPWD recently upda-ed how it classifies lakes - "suspect"
for one scientifically verified detection of zebra mussels,
"positive" for multiple or repeated detections and "infested"
if the water body has a reproducing population.

Texas lakes now classified as "infested" with zebra mussels
are Texoma, Ray Roberts, Belton, Lewisville, Bridgeport and
Dean Gilbert (a srrall lake in Sherman).

Lakes Waco ard Lavon will be reclassified soon from
"infested" to "positive." Zeb-a mussel adults have been found
in Lake Waco, bu= no zebra mussel larvae or juveniles have
been detected si-ce fall of 2014, suggesting there may not be
a reproducirg population in that lake.

Researchers in Texas have fund zebra mussel larvae
in Lake Lavan on several occasions over the years, but no
juvenile or adult zebra mussels have been detected.

Sampling on Lake Fork in November 2015 found one larval
zebra mussel at one of seven sampling sites, leading it to be
classified as suspectt" along with Lake Ray Hubbard, where
a single adult zeb-a mussel was found in 2011, followed by a
detection of zebra mussel DNA in 2014.

Twelve lakes where DNA had been detected in the past
have been downg-aded to "negative" status for 2016 after a
year or more of negative sampling.

Zebra mussels are spread primarily by boats, and
regulations cover ransport of zebra mussels and movement
of water or live bait from one water body to another. Because
it is illegal to tra-isport zebra mussels, boats stored on
infested lakes mLst be decontaminated before being moved
to another water oody - always check your boat and gear for
adult mussels after boating on an infested lake.

Boaters statewide are required to drain all water from their
boat and on-board receptac es before leaving or approaching
a body of fresh water except when moving from one access
point to another ci the same lake on the same day.

It is important for boaters to -emain vigilant about
decontaminating their boats. TPWD and a coalition of
partners have been working to slow the spread of zebra
mussels by reminding boaters to "Clean, Drain and Dry" their
vessels before traveling fron- ore lake to another.

More information can be found online at
www.texosinvosives.org/zebramussels. *

12 * TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE
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WILD THING

PARENTING, BEETLE STYLE
Burying beetles
go to horrifying
lengths to make
their own
baby food.

BY BEN HUTCHINS

WHEN WE THINK of devoted animal parents, our thoughts usually go to
mammals like elephants, bravely guarding their young in the center of the
herd, or birds like emperor penguirs, stoically incubating eggs through the
Antarctic winter.

However, a number of invertebrates engage in
spectacular feats of parental care, though the care
rarely takes the shape of a cuddly cub curled up next to
a loving mom.

The American burying beetle, Nicrophorus americonas,

goes to great lengths to provide for its young, and it does
so in an interesting, albeit unsavory fashion. (A warning
to the weak-stomached: This article gets into the gooey
details of carrion consumption.)

Together, a new beetle couple constructs a nursery by
excavating a small chamber for a bird or small mammal
carcass. The beetles cover the carcass with several inches
of soil. A small cavity around the carcass is maintained by
the parents, giving them room to work. The parents us=
their powerful jaws to strip fur or feathers and skin from

the carcass before working it into a compact ball of meat.
To prevent mold from ruining the carcass, the beetles
coat the carcass in oral and anal secretions.

Once the eggs hatch in a chamber above the carcass,
both mom and dad continue to provide care for the
young throughout their development. Both parents
regurgitate partly digested carrion into a cavity dug into
the top of the carrion ball. This serves as a kind of baby
food on which the larvae feed. Like birds, the adults
regurgitate directly into a begging larva's mouth when
prompted. As the larvae grow, they begin to feed directly
on the carrion ball.

Throughout larval growth, ever-vigilant parents
maintain the carrion ball and groom their nursery,
removing mold, flies and even intruding burying

14 * TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE
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COMMON NAME
American burying beetle

SCIENTIFIC NAME
Nicrophorus americanus

HABITAT
Grassland, scrubland, forest edges

DIET
Small mammal and bird carcasses

DID YOU KNOW?
The odor of a fresh carcass attracts
a male burying beetle, which
then attracts a female beetle with

pheromones, announcing the newly

found assets that he'd like to share
with a female.

beetles. When only bones are left on
the carcass, the larvae are ready to

leave the nursery. The parents dig

out and fly off like empty-nesters on
vacation while the larvae dig into the

surrounding soil to pupate and emerge
about a month later.

A number of burying beetle species

are involved in parental care like

that described above. The American
burying beetle, however, is unique. It

is the largest of the carrion beetles,
reaching lengths up to 1.5 inches, and
also the rarest. For reasons not entirely

clear, the species's range, which once
spanned most of the eastern U.S., has

been reduced to noncontiguous patches

in Nebraska, Oklahoma, Arkansas

and Rhode Island. The drastic decline

may be the result of changes in land
use or a reduction in bird or mammal

populations that serve as an adequate
food source, but no one knows for sure.
The species was listed as endangered by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in 1989.

In the mid-2000s, American burying

beetles were discovered n Lamar and
Red River counties in Northeast Texas.
However, subsequent attempts to
relocate individuals have failed, and

the species's persistence in Texas

is uncertain. *

RESTRICTED
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Fraternal Life Insurance
Insuring a better future
for Texans at all stages

of life since 861.
* WHOLE LIFE

* TERM LIFE

* ANNUITIES

Adventure Challenge and Climbing are just two
of the exciting activities offered at

Hermann Sons Youth Camp in Comfort!
Call today for information on our camp, a benefit for

policyholder/members ages 9-13.

800 -234-4124
www.hermannsons.org * Faceboo
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FLORA FACT

BROWN-EYED
GIANTS Cabbage-leaf

cone flowers rise high

with recognizable

brown heads.

BY JASON SINGHURST

COMMON NAME
Giant cone flower, great cone flower,
cabbage-leaf cone flower

SCIENTIFIC NAME
Rudbeckia maxima

SIZE
Foliage grows up to 3 feet toll;

flower stalks rise up to 7 feet.

DID YOU KNOW?
Giont coneflower stalks can withstand
strong winds.

IN EARLY SPRING I often
receive inquiries about the
large, waxy, blue-green
leaves that resemble cabbage
along roadsides in eastern
Texas. These basal rosettes

belong to the very attractive

giant coneflower (Rudbeckia

maxima), also known as

cabbage-leaf coneflower, a

relative of the familiar

black-eyed Susan.

I have frequently documented this
goliath member of the sunflower family
since my first encounter with it in the

summer of 1993 while gathering data
for my master's degree. This wildflower
ambassador invites us into the wonders
of tallgrass prairies, waving among little
bluestem, big bluestem, switchgrass and
eastern gamagrass.

Giant coneflower is an attractive,
herbaceous (no woody stem), perennial
wildflower found in moist prairies and
savannas on sandy, silty and clay soils in
the Pineywoods and Post Oak Savanna.
Giant coneflower naturally occurs in
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, South

16 * TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE
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Carolina and Texas. Giant coneflower
can reach a height of 7 feet but typically

ranges from 3 to 6 feet in height. Majestic
flowering stalks ascend from the distinct

silvery-blue foliage (leaves average

18 inches). Vibrant yellow ray flowers
suspend from tall brown disk centers,
blooming from June through September.

Discovered by the English botanist
and plant explorer Thomas Nuttall
(1786-1859) in 1816 near the Red River in
Oklahoma Territory, giant coneflower is
an attractive native wildflower, resistant
to pests and unpalatable to deer and

other herbivores. Plants are often
established as mass plantings in gardens;
flowers are visited by many butterfly
and bee species. In the fall, many birds
eat the seeds. Despite favoring moisture-

loving soils, this plant is surprisingly
drought tolerant while able to withstand
infrequent, brief flooding.

Giant coneflower can be found along
roadsides through the eastern third of

Texas. Some easily observed populations
of giant coneflower occur near the
entrance of Caddo Lake State Park and
along Texas Highway 43 north of Karnack,
along U.S. Highway 82 heading east
from Bonham through Paris and on to
Texarkana, and along Texas Highway 19
from Sulphur Springs south to Palestine.

If you happen to travel through
eastern Texas this time of year, keep an
eye out along the roadsides for the large
cabbage-like leaves of this gladiator-

sized wildflower, a beautiful member of
our native flora. *

om outdoor living spaces to
20,000 sq. ft. timber frames,

Project is too oig or too small.

)rder Your Free Catalog
877-680-1680 1 texastimberframes.com
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Experience diverse fishing on Sabine Lake and
offshore. Explore cur coastal environment and
encounter wildlife up cIhse. Call for a comali-
mentary Sabine Lake Area Waterways Guide. C yI

Come add your P11VZ.to outs

Convention & Visitors Bureau - 800.235.7822 - visitPortArthurTx.com
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STEADICAM SMOOTHEE
From a well-respected name on movie sets
around the world, the Steadicam Smoothee'
offers the renowned brand's production quality
in a handheld form. It is designed to work
with cameras ranging from the GoPro Hero
to iPod Touch devices, and offers a universal
smartphone mount.
$169 - tiffen.com/steadicam

KEEPING IT

STEADY
Stabilizers are evolving to
enhance video shot on phones

and action cams.

BY EARL NOTTINGHAM

SINCE THE INCEPTION OF PHOTOGRAPHY,
one of the basics of getting a sharp image
has been to ensure that the camera is stable

enough to minimize any unwanted blur from

camera movement.

Fast shutter speeds and tripods are typically the
first choices to help mitigate such movement, and
many of the automatic settings on modern cameras
and smartphones (combined with built-in image
stabilization) pretty much make camera movement blur
a thing of the past.

However, once we start using those same cameras
to shoot video, camera movement becomes a creative
necessity and must be handled in a manner that yields
smooth video footage without a jerky and distracting
appearance. While a camera's lens or body may offer
some internal stabilization, greater stability and
controllability are needed to produce smoother, more
polished movements and give us that "cinematic"
feel. Luckily, there is a whole new crop of hand-held
stabilizers on the market now that attach to your
smartphone or camera and make it a piece of cake to
let your inner Spielberg show.

Throughout the busy aisles at the recent National
Association of Broadcasters trade show in Las Vegas,
you could hardly turn around without running into a
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booth that was promoting some type
of camera stabilization device, whether
for the smallest personal sma-tphone
or the largest Hollywood blockbuster
action cam. There's an exploding market
for cameras and supporting devices that
take video to the next level by allowing
viewers to experience scenes and

locations in ways that were previously
very difficult, if not impossible, to obtain
with cameras of limited movement.

Hand-held stabilizers can :e broken
down into two broad categories:
unpowered and powered. Most can

be adapted to smartphones or small
action cameras such as the GoPro. The

simplest (and generally less expensive)

unpowered version is basically a hand-
held gimbal (pivoted suppo-t) attached
to a curved rod with a coun-erweight at

the end to dampen camera movement
and allow for smooth motion. These
often require practice to get movements

just right, but once you get the hang

of it some very smooth foo-age can be
obtained. Since they naturally seek a
balanced horizontal stability, they are
somewhat limited in their ip-and-down

movements such as tilting up toward
the sky or down to the ground.

Powered gimbals, on the other hand,
provide the ultimate in stability and

controllability. The electronic brushless

IKAN FLY-X3-PLUS
This three-axis smortphone gimbol stabilizer
features a gesture control system and
includes cradles for GoPros and small and
large smartphones. Ikan makes a full range of
powered gimbals for other cameras such os
mirrorless models and full-si-c DSL R
$349 - www.ikancorp.com

gimbals provide extremely smooth

stabilization along multiple axes and
have controls that allow for various
modes of panning and tilting.

New versions and iterations of
stabilizers seem to be popping up on a
monthly basis. By the end of the year we
can expect to see hybrid versions from one
of the larger manufacturers incorporating

the rod-type counterbalance along with

internal battery-powered gyroscopic
control and Bluetooth connectivity for

fine-tuning controls.
Meanwhile, here are two well-made

examples of currently available powered
and unpowered models to use as a

starting point in your search for the
perfect stabilizer for your particular

shooting needs. *

PRECISION CAMERA
TTMNTIFRcTTY

A NY IWt LUGHINV

WITH AZULOX

June 4 I 10:00am-4:00pm 1 $169
Learn how to cet great lighting in any conditionl

More information at:
precision-camera.com/anytime-lighting

EXTRACTIONS, COMPOSITING AND BLENDING

June 11th, 10:00pm-4:00pm 1 $149

More information at:
precision-camera.com/extraction-
compositing-and-blending-in-photoshop/

ALL NEW C- 11 EOS 80D
- 24.2 MP

- Full HD Video

- 45-Point All
Cross-Type AF
System

- 7 fos Shooting

300mm 400mm 600mm
2.8 Lens 2.8 Lens 4.OL Lens

RwerShot SX60
- 65x Optical Zoom

- 16.1MP Sensor
- Full HD Video
- Wif & NFC

PRECISION
CAMERA & VIDEO

www.precision-camera.com
2438 W. Anderson Lane - Austin, Tx 78757

(512) 467-7676
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SUMMER'S HERE, so many of us will be heading to rivers, lakes, the beach or a
backyard pool to cool off. Anytime people are near water, there is a risk of drowning.

The best treatment, of course, is
to prevent a drowning from ever
happening by implementing layers
of safety: swim lessons, constant
supervision, life jackets, pool fences
and gates in working order, boating
education, avoidance of alcohol and
many other factors. Drowning incidents
can occur when there is a momentary
lapse in any one of these layers.

Once a drowning incident occurs, the
final layer of protection is performing
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR).

The science of CPR has advanced
considerably in the last decade. Different
causes of cardiac arrest require different
strategies for treatment and different
approaches to CPR. It's important to
know the difference. Broadly, there are
two main types of CPR:

1. Compression-only CPR, also known
as "hands-only" CPR.

2. CPR with breaths and compressions.
Approximately one-fourth of the

326,000 cardiac arrests each year are

caused by irregular heartbeats that
occur suddenly. When the heartbeat
suddenly becomes irregular, the person
loses consciousness almost immediately.
When the person collapses, there
is still oxygen in the blood that can
be circulated until the heart can be
defibrillated back into a normal rhythm.
Call 911 and immediately start doing
chest compressions until first responders
or an automated external defibrillator
(AED) arrives. Because there is oxygen
still in the blood, there is no need to give
mouth-to-mouth or rescue breaths.

In the case of drowning, if the heart
stops or a person loses consciousness,
then the person must be treated

differently. While the person is
unconscious or underwater, oxygen

levels continue to drop until the heart
can no longer sustain itself. When the
person is rescued, it is critical that he or
she receives both chest compressions
AND rescue breaths (mouth-to-mouth).
If you perform chest compressions
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-- Lifeguards Without Borders is
a nonprofit group that provides
training to reduce drownings,

alone, you are circulating blood that
contains no oxygen.

In addition to drowning cases, this is
true for most children who require CPR.

Because their hearts are usually healthy,
cardiac arrest occurs because their
oxygen levels are low; they need breaths
and compressions.

Giving mouth-to-mouth or any form
of rescue breathing is difficult. If you
administer the breaths incorrectly, the
air can end up in the victim's stomach.
This dangerous situation prevents critical
oxygen from getting to the lungs and
increases the chance of vomiting. These
are some of the reasons why mouth-
to-mouth was removed from the most
basic CPR classes.

If you have children and a swimming
pool or spend a lot of time on a boat
with children, it's critical that you take
a class that includes chilc and infant
CPR, as these include training on the
correct technique for mouth-to-mouth,
and discuss the difference in treating
drowning victims in greater detail.

Find more information at

www LifeguordsWithoutEiorders.org *
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Bandera

:I

A few years ago the Texas Legislature made it official: Bandera is the Cowboy

Capital of the World. The locals cidn'T need convincing, as they've claimed that

moniker proudly for years, with or witho it an official resolution.

Since the cattle drives of the late 1800s, this Hill

Country town has embraced its Western heritage,
inviting visitors to come experience authentic
cowboy culture.

Bandera dude ranches have been attracting tourists
for decades, and today there are about a dozen in
operation. Most are geared toward families, offering
trail rides and communal chuck wagon meals.~--he Hill
Country Equestrian Lodge is our base of operations,
due to its proximity to the Hill Country State Natural
Area and glowing online reviews about equestrian
instruction. I can count on one hand the number
of times I've been on a horse; my husband's last

experience was more thin 30 years ago, and it wasn't

a good one. We vowed twat we couldn't go to Bandera
without at least attempting to get back in the saddle.

The lodge also offers meal options, allowing us to
sample several culinary choices during our visit.

We arrive just as the sun is going down, the first
>.f several beautiful sunrises and sunsets we'll enjoy

during our stay. We check in at the beautiful old

ranch house, confirming a riding lesson with owner
Dianne Lirdig. Our cozy cabin has everything we
need for a comfortable stay away from the hustle
and bustle of city life. No TV, no Internet and no
ceL service - a welcome respite, indeed. That first
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evening we relax on the porch,
taking in the night sounds and

watching the full moon rise.
After a good night's sleep and

a do-it-yourself breakfast from

supplied provisions in the cabin's
kitchen, we head down the road

to visit the state natural area. Park
ranger Leanne Beauxbeannes, who
leads us on a nature hike, describes
herself as being "on the other side of
her 60s" and says she became a park

ranger late in life after experiencing
the Texas Master Naturalist program.

IBM

A I

FEATURED ATTPrT'

* Overlooking Bandera

* Western re-enactors

* Frontier Times Museum

* Hill Country State Natural Area

* Old Spanish Trail restaurant

"Master Naturalists opened my
eyes because it touched every part
of nature," Beauxbeannes tells us.
"The joy of this job is noticing things
around you and sharing them. We
should all be stewards of the land, and
we can do that by falling in love with
nature and seeing how it all fits in."

Beauxbeannes, a cheerful and m

knowledgeable guide, shares stories ab

about her nature experiences. She di

points out fossils, flowers and ed

butterflies, including a dramatic
pipevine swallowtail with vibrant ha
blue wings, and tall, yellow 4

Maximilian sunflowers scattered
about for their showy season. m

Famished from our hike, we head fo
downtown for lunch. Fortified with th
barbecue, we stroll through the ba
shops and marvel at the dozens of
motorcyclists driving down Main co

04

Street. The afternoon's plan includes cu
Bandera's museums, though the M
brand new natural history museum be
isn't due to open till June 18. pu

At the time of our visit, the its
8,000-square-foot building had W
just been constructed. The idea for th
the museum took root when local u
resident and lifelong hunter Juan cu
Carlos Infante donated his sizable go
collection of full-body wildlife th
mounts for public display. Several bu
local leaders got involved, a board w
of directors was formed, and the a
idea blossomed into the Bandera al
Natural History Museum, complete
with a dinosaur park. Infante led us at
through the galleries as artists busily ar
painted the dioramas for the animal by

ounts. Children can learn more

out the wildlife inside and the
nosaur replicas outside at planned

ucational stations.
Infante, originally from Argentina,
s owned a ranch in the area for
years.

"I fell in love with this place and
ade it my home," he says. "I've been

rtunate to be able to hunt all over
e world, and this is a way to pay it
ck to the world and to nature."
The new facility will be a nice
mplement to Bandera's longtime

44

ltural attraction, the Frontier Times
useum. This quirky little place has
en around since 1933, when local
blisher John Marvin Hunter opened
doors to share his collection of

western memorabilia. Since then,
he museum has attracted all sorts of
unusual donations, including weird
riosities such as a two-headed kid
at and a shrunken head. We duck in
inking we'll be there for just a bit,
it the oddball collection, interspersed
ith various articles of daily life from
bygone era, has us intrigued for
most two hours.
We take a late afternoon break back
the lodge for a quick dip in the pool,

nd then the hot tub. We are joined
some new arrivals, a group of three
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Natural Beauty
Breathtaking Views

Awesome
Sports & Outdoor

Recreation
Year-Round Outdoor Adventure Awaits.

- Cedar Hill State Park
in the heart of the
DFW Metroplex

- Over 45 miles of multi-purpose,
integrated trails and bikeways

- Dogwood Canyon Auduboi Center
200-acre preserve

e Beautiful 7,500-acre Joe Pool Lake
- 3,000 acres of protected nature

reserves and preserves to explore

Dallas/Fort Worth
Hill Country

WHERE FUN AND A URALY

"IM

girlfriends from Houston who brought
their horses along for the weekend.
They're looking forward to riding
through the state natural area, as well
as some in-cabin spa treatments. Spa
treatments and a hot tub? Cowboys
never had it so good!

We venture back out for dinner
and stop in at Arkey Blue's Silver
Dollar Saloon afterward. This is a
real-deal honky-tonk, with sawdust
on the floor, a few regulars perched
on barstools and plenty of old
favorites on the jukebox. We enjoy
the ambience for a short while before
calling it a night.

The next morning, it's time for our
horseback riding lesson and trail ride.
We make our way to the corral and
watch nervously as Dianne Lindig's
assistant walks two horses out for us
to ride. Lindig talks us through the
basics and gets us up into the saddle.
She helps us understand how to
move with the horse and even leads
us through a few yoga moves in the
saddle. (We're glad no cowboys
were watching!)

The ride through the ranch is
wonderful, and we both enjoy it
immensely, way more than we had
anticipated. At one point, my trusty
steed takes off in a brisk trot, but
after a few terrifying seconds, I settle
into the horse's movement and enjoy
the adventure. After the morning
trail ride, we understand what the
online accolades are all about. Lindig
loves horses and excels at sharing
what she knows.

For the second half of the day, we

MARE INFO:

" E U1(800) 364-3833;
bonderacowboycopitoLcom

LODGE: (830) 796-7950;
hillcountryequestiodge.com

~aM (830) 796-4413;
tpwd.texos.gov/hillcountry

(830) 796-3864;
frontiertimesmuseum.org

L ;O *A~ v E (830) 966-2221;
lostmoplescofe.com

AU" (830) 966-3413;
tpwd.texos.gov/lostmoples

(830) 966-6103;
lonestormotorcyclemuseum.com

:k9 MM
6  

S gW fiN

(830) 966-5131;
lostmopleswinerycom

venture toward Lost Maples State
Natural Area, after a stop at the Lost
Maples Cafe in Utopia - horseback
riding is hungry work. We fill up on
locally sourced lamb burgers topped
with feta, a somewhat surprising
find at a small-town eatery, then
head to the natural area to walk it
off. We explore the easy Maple Trail
and are rewarded with more butterfly
sightings, lots of flowers and even
a lizard, as white as the rock it was
lying on. Nature's camouflage is
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Right and below: Arkey Blue's Silver Dollar

Saloon offers an authentic Texas good time,
complete with sawdust on the dance floor. Park
ranger Leanne Beauxbeannes leads nature
hikes at Hill Country State Natural Area.
Opposite page: The Lone Star Motorcycle
Museum is a popular stop for weekend riders
who enjoy the scenic Hill Country roads.

amazing. On our way back to the
car, we spot some bright yellow
Maximilian sunflowers, and are happy
we could now put a name to them.

Refreshed with our nature break,
we hit the road and pull into the
Lone Star Motorcycle Museum a
few miles away. Co-owner Debbie
Johncock explains with a laugh that
the treasure trove of vintage bikes
started as her husband's personal
collection but got out of control.
Now it's a popular destination for the
many bikers who traverse the scenic
back roads of this part of Texas.

A few more miles down the road,
we stop in at the Lost Maples Winery
at Polvadeau Vineyards, the first
commercial winery and vineyard in
Bandera County. Owners Tom and
Glenda Slaughter are stewarding
land that has been in Glenda's family
for more than 175 years. Glenda
says her grandmother grew grapes
here decades ago, and when they
were deciding what to do next, they
reasoned that if grapes were good
enough for grandma, they should
work fine for them, too.

"I think if she were still here today
she would be very happy at how

we're taking care of it," she says.
The following morning, we enjoy

an in-cabin massage and then
head downtown for lunch at the
Old Spanish Trail restaurant. The
venerable Bandera institution dishes
up Tex-Mex and other favorites
that any cowboy would love. On
the way out of town, we stop in at
the visitors center, where a slightly
corny gunfight delights the audience
members, many from Europe. As
we head out of town, we agree that
Bandera brings together cowboy
culture, the beauty of nature and
modern creature comforts, and
that combination makes for a
memorable visit to the Cowboy
Capital of the World. *

Lydia Saldana is communications director
for the Texas Parks and Wildlife Foundation.
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GALVESTON ISLAND
STATE PARK

14901 FM 3005

Galveston, TX 77554

iU Rt

Open daily, seasonal hours

$5 per person

ages 13 and older

(409) 737-1222

tpwd.texas.gov/galveston

STANDING WHERE beach

meets dunes at the end of

a boardwalk in Galveston

Island State Park, I almost

see the island the way it

once was - waves lapping

at a broad expanse of beach,

grasses rippling in the breeze

over low mounds of sand,

tall reeds rising behind them

and, over it all, an endless

baby-blue sky.
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In 5,000 years of existence, this
barrier island has seen plenty of
excitement. Tattooed, nomadic
Karankawa Indians, who smeared
themselves with dirt and alligator
grease to ward off mosquitoes,
camped on the island from before

the 1500s until their expulsion and
disappearance in the mid-1800s.
Spanish explorer Cabeza de Vaca and
his crew likely shipwrecked near here
in 1528 en route to Mexico, and the
pirate Lafitte brothers landed on the
island in 1817 to establish a base of
operations. Jean Lafitte, Galveston's
first known European settler, turned
the island into a center for smuggling
and przvateering before leaving in
1820. In 1836, the first government
of the Republic of Texas took refuge
from the Mexican army here. Four
major storms struck between 1867
and 1886; the great storm of 1900
killed at least 6,000 people, prompting
construction of the city's seawall.

Maco Stewart Jr., born on the island
in 1896, returned after World War I
to serve as president of Stewart Title
Company of Texas, founded by his
father, Maco Stewart Sr., also a native
Galvestonian. In the 1940s, Stewart

Jr. raised Brahman-cross beef cattle
on the coastal prairie west of town,
living with his family _n a home built
on the property by another prominent
Galveston businessman, George
Sealy Jr. (the property was purchased
by Stewart Sr. in 1933). The state

acquired these 2,000 acres in 1969,

We gather at the Nature Center
on the ark's bay side. The center
contains a "touch table" covered in
sea beans, shells, bones, seaweed
fragments and man-made debris from
the beach. Photos on the wall show
the dramatic changes to the island

since the early 1900s.

"About 90 percent of our visitors go to the beach and

then leave," says ranger Lisa Reznicek. "But more than
half the park is on the bay side 1 ',ia n 6aveson ee yu ca t-

Jhrog...e F, 'O

and the park opened in 1975.
My nostalgic pause at the beach-

dune intersection comes during a
Saturday morning guiied exploration,
an hourlong program led by volunteer
Master Naturalists John and Lynn
Wright and Maureen Nolan-Wilde.

We caravan to the day-use parking
area behind the dunes, where Lynn
Wright points out the low grasses
and flowers of the coastal prairie.
This eccsystem covered most of the
island when European explorers first
arrived - reports say the island had a
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Left: Land gradually gives way to water

on the bay side of the park; fish and

birds thrive in these salt marsh wetlands.

From top: Kayakers wrap up an outing

on the bay side, where the park's several

paddling trails are found. Picnic tables

await visitors on the beach side. Park

visitors learn how they can help protect

sea turtles that nest on the island.

total of three trees at the time - but
is scarce today. We walk past swales,
depressions behind the dunes filled
with fresh water (vital for wildlife)
and resplendent with cattails and
marsh mallows.

Next are the dunes, covered
in tendrils of morning glcry and
primrose. Nolan-Wilde stops to tell
us about the endangered sea turtles
that nest on the island and how we
can help protect them by driving
carefully on the beach and putting
our used fishing line in the PVC pipe
at the edge of the boardwalk. Texas
Sea Grant coordinates the collection
of this fishing line for recycling,
preventing it from entangling sea
turtles, birds and other wildlife.

Finally, we enter the beach, where
laughing gulls circle overhead and
snowy plovers, sanderlirngs and willets
scurry along the water's edge. Our
guides have come prepared with seine
nets, small shovels, sifters, buckets
and clear plastic tanks. John Wright
stops at the wrack line, the high tide
point, and picks up sea beans and
tubeworms to pass around. The kids
in our group fan out, eagerly digging
in the sand and scooping water into
the tanks. A drag of the seine net
yields a pompano or butterfish, a
ghost shrimp and a few crustaceans.
We line up to dip our hands in water
and touch the fish. The program
officially lasts an hour, but most of
the group lingers long past that.

A guided walk the next morning
explores the bay side of the park.
Here, the prairie gives way to
salt marsh wetlands, which filter
impurities from the water and absorb

the blow of storms. Wetlands also
nurture the young of many marine
species; spotted seatrout, red drum,
flounder, blue crab and shrimp all
depend on the shallow waters and

tangles of grass for refuge or a place
to lay their eggs. Great blue herons,
snowy egrets and roseate spoonbills
feed in the salt marshes. We hike out
to a wooden observation tower and,
from the top, the bright white and
pale pink birds stand out like giant
blooms in the grass.

In addition to wading birds and
shorebirds, mottled and mallard ducks
also call the park home, as do raccoons,
coyotes, armadillos and marsh rabbits.
Beach or surf fishing may land spotted
seatrout, sandtrout, redfish, black
drum, croaker or flounder.

The park also offers guided
kayaking (including sunset paddles)
and bird watching, and the Nature
Center supplies Junior Ranger
activity kits.

"About 90 percent of our visitors
go to the beach and then leave," says
ranger Lisa Reznicek. "But more
than half the park is on the bay side.
Over there, we have five and a half
miles of hiking and biking trails, two
observation towers, three kayak trails
and fishing spots. This is the last
place on Galveston where you can go
from the beach, through the prairie, to
the bay. No other piece of public land
straddles the island."

Visitors can rent the recently
restored Stewart House and an
adjacent ranch house built for the
caretaker; the former sleeps eight,
the latter six. Both face Como Lake,
which began as a freshwater swale
behind the dunes. At the ranch
house, I spend the evening on the
deck watching pelicans and egrets
working the pond along with the
occasional fish jumping out of the
glassy water. If I look out toward
the bay, turned golden by the setting
sun once again, I can almost see the
island the way it was. *

Melissa Gaskill of Austin is writing all 10
cover stories for the Year of State Parks series.
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o CADDO LAKE STATE PARK +
Ten different Texas Paddling Trails can
be accessed from here, offering more than
50 miles of paddling through a maze of
mysterious sloughs, swamps and bayous.
No equipment? No problem. Rentals are
available from park headquarters and
nearby outfitters.

o MARTIN DIES JR. STATE PARK
There's a paddling trail for everyone
here - from a short trip to an extreme
backcountry tour. Park rangers offer a
couple of different guided paddling trips.
A two-hour version keeps you close to the
park, while the four-hour option sends you
deeper into the backcountry.

G FORT PARKER
STATE PARK
The Limestone Bluffs
Paddling Trail is about
a 5-mile trip, featuring
deep water and bird
watching along the
namesake bluffs. Trips
start at the nearby
Confederate Reunion
Grounds State Historic
Site and end at the
park, lasting about three
hours, or longer if you
intend to fish.

o MUSTANG ISLAND STATE PARK
Mustang Island features three paddling trails with
20 combined miles along the western shoreline,
with great shallow-water fishing opportunities for
sight-casting. The island is home to wading birds
and shorebirds, mottled ducks and small mammals.

o DEVILS RIVER STATE NATURAL AREA 4
Remote and breathtakingly beautiful, the Devils River
(outside the boundaries of the natural areas) requires
a Devils River Access Permit. Don't attempt this trip
unless you're an experienced paddler ready to spend
multiple days on the river. Be sure to plan carefully,
visiting the TPWD Devils River Web page to find
additional information and to locate river outfitters.
One perk: You can reserve use of the state's only
official, yet primitive paddle-up campsites at the two
state natural area units.
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+ 0 VILLAGE CREEK STATE PARK
Village Creek offers access to 21

miles of flat-water paddling trails
through smaller streams, oxbow
lakes and sloughs in the Big Thicket.

Fishing is great, as is wildlife

watching for belted kingfishers,
wood ducks, herons, freshwater
mussels, turtles and rare sightings of
otters and beavers.

O GOLIAD STATE PARK
Goliad is the end point for a 6.6-
mile paddling trail down the San

= Antonio River. The trip takes about
three to four hours, depending on
the flow. Fish for sunfish, bass and

z catfish. Don't be surprised to find
deer and other wildlife stopping for
a sip of river water.

O SEA RIM STATE PARK T
Choose from varied marsh
trails, ranging from the 1.8-
mile easy trail to the 10-mile
advanced trail. Experience
coastal duck hunting and
fishing, or enjoy observing
alligators, roseate spoonbills,
egrets, herons and more.

+ 0 GUADALUPE RIVER
STATE PARK
Guadalupe River State Park
will soon be joining the list of
state parks that feature ' exas
Paddling Trails. The trail will
be ready sometime this year.
weather permitting. Until then,
you can still enjoy the current
paddling opportunities along
th-_ four miles of river frontage.
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o PALM ETTO STATE PARK
Palmetto offers paddling alzng the San
Marcos River and in the park's lake. The
park rents out pedal boats, canoes, kava s
and paddleboards for lake Lse. Experienced
paddlers can get in at Luling and sper.d six
to seven hours reaching :h= park.

o SOUTH LLANO RIVER STATE PARH +
The paddling trail here in the beautiful
Hill Country is 6 miles .o-g; be sure t
bring fishing gear and binoculars. I= takes
two to four hours to saddle it to Junction,
depending on the flow of the crystal-
clear, spring-fed river.
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This page: Spotted seatrout acd

a redfish fill the stringer.

Opposite: Mike Morales explains
the workings of the kayak
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"You should have been here

eswer a

These are words an anxious angler never
wants to hear. To his credit, guide Mike
Morales never says them to me.

But this spring when I meet Morales,
who has been leading clients to fish on
the Laguna Madre since 2011, and his
wife, Sandra, at Bird Island Basin, he finds
me caught up in a private reverie over the
photos he had sent just the day before of
a father-son team with huge grins and a
full stringer.

"They were real beginners," Mike laughs
ruefully. "We missed a lot of fish."

A breeze ruffles the smooth water
of the bay as the sun begins its ascent
over Padre Island National Seashore.
Otherwise, all is silent.

Like most anglers, I am prone to
optimism, and Mike, a professional
kayak fishing specialist, further
boosts my hopes with his purposeful
manner. Mike and Sandra ready the
Hobies while photographer Chase
Fountain and I rig our rods. On their
advice, I don a pair of moccasin-like
water socks and leave my waders
anc boots in the trunk of the car.
The day is already warming up, and
Mike tells us that wading will be
strictly optional.

The weather strikes me as another
good omen.
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Above: The author tries his luck in the flats.

Opposite: Fishing guide Sandra Morales prepares

her kayak for the day's charter. The author and

fishing guides Mike and Sandra Morales set out in

their kayaks to fish in the morning light.

Below: A bird's-eye view of a kayaker in the

Upper Laguna Madre.

PEDALING TO BIRD ISLAND BASIN
At their Fin Factory Kayak

Charters, the Moraleses have traded

traditionally paddled kayaks for state-
of-the-art 14-foot Hobie Pro Anglers,

which use bicycle-like pedal-driven
flippers for propulsion. These crafts
have a carrying capacity of 600

pounds and are designed to withstand

extreme conditions. The kayak's

width - 3 feet across at its widest

- offers stability in the surf and a

steady casting platform.

After several kayak fishing trips

in traditional rigs, I am eager to

test this revolutionary technology. I

quickly discover that I can stand as

easily as sit in the kayak, allowing

me to survey the shallow waters for

tailing reds and trophy trout.

We'll be using soft plastics for the
most part, although I have a fly rod

for some sight-casting as well. Mike
Morales has a bucket of shrimp for

bait in case we run into any black

drum, which can be hard to entice

with artificial lures. He and Sandra

both carry radios so Mike can cruise

the basin and do a little prospecting

while Fountain and I work the flats

and troughs, watching birds and

taking photos. Fishing is never a

slam-dunk, but I think the odds are

in our favor.

Snowy egrets and willets hunt in

the shallows; grebes swim and dive
on the open water. The lagoon clarity

is close to perfect. In the morning

light we can easily spot depth

changes and patches of sea grass

beneath the surface.

Bird Island Basin sits on the

geographic seam between the

Upper and Lower Laguna Madre, a

hypersaline bay system that extends

south of Corpus Christi to the mouth

of the Rio Grande. The shores of

Padre Island, protected since 1962 as

a national seashore and dedicated in

1968 (the year of my birth) by none

other than Lady Bird Johnson, form

the border to the east, extending 65

miles south. On the opposite bank,
to the west, shining in the golden

morning light, is a 250,000-acre
expanse of the century-old King

Ranch - the Laureles Division, the

largest of the ranch's four parcels,

which together make up an area

greater than Rhode Island.
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WHERE THE LUNKERS ARE
According to Texas Parks and

Wildlife Department biologist Zach

Olsen, an avid sportsman, the Upper

Laguna Madre is differentiated

by its relative isolation and the

concentration of salt in the water.

"It's hard to get to, which means it's

still very pristine," Olsen says. Indeed,
Padre Island National Seashore has

none of the shoreline development of

the resorts at South Padre Island at

the lower end of the Laguna Madre.

Olsen has conducted monthly fish

surveys along the Upper Laguna

Madre, netting and releasing fish.

Recent changes in the bag limits for

spotted seatrout - just five Cynoscion

nebulosus over 15 inches can be kept, as

opposed to 10 fish on the upper coast

north of East Matagorda Bay - have

begun to produce more mature fish

in the 16- to 18-inch range, he says.
That's especially true of specks in the

Baffin Bay area, a few miles south of

my outing with the Moraleses.
"Fish concentration and species

selection are very connected to

salinity," Olsen notes. "The fish that

we see recruited to this system
have unique adaptations to the
hypersalinity. We don't know if those

are a genetic or an environmental
adaptation, but they contribute to this

being a world-class fishery."
In 2002, a fly-fisherman set the

state record on the Lower Laguna
Madre with a beefy 37-inch trout

that weighed nearly 16 pounds. I

never spotted anything quite that
big, but Fountain arrives at my elbow

claiming that a 30-inch speck swam
by his boat.

"I know water magnifies
everything," he says, wide-eyed, "but
that was a big fish!"

We keep on drifting and pedaling,
working the flipper system on the
Hobie, finding a groove, looking for
another lunker trout. A pod of redfish

crosses in front of Sandra's boat but
disappears before we can chase them.

A ways off, Mike works the shoreline
of a spoil island without much luck.
Soon, Sandra boats a trout; then I, too,
hook a healthy 17-incher. Fountain
gets in on the action with an almost
20-inch trout.
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FAST-GROWING SPORT
More than two decades ago, the

first kayak fishing pioneers tried
their luck on the Texas coast. The
shallow inland bays of the Gulf of
Mexico with their so-called "skinny
water" and easy-to-spook redfish
were the perfect incubator for the
then-new sport.

In the years since, kayak fishing
has taken off like wildfire. These
days, you can find kayakers trying
their luck all up and down Texas'
300-plus miles of shoreline. There
you'll see the other aficionados as
well: kayak duck hunters and blue-
water anglers who travel offshore in
search of cobia, king mackerel, mahi-
mahi and the occasional billfish.

Not to be outdone, anglers on the
freshwater side have also embraced
the paddle and the pedal-drive to
reach their spots, whether that's
submerged structure on area lakes or
a downriver honey hole in the Hill
Country and beyond. Indeed, Kayak
Bass Fishing, a national organization

based in Tennessee that promotes
catch-and-release tournaments
across the South, has designated the
whole of Texas a single region for

competition purposes. Supported in
part by Austin Canoe and Kayak, the
Kayak Angler Tournament Series
hosts several events across Texas,
including at Coleto Creek Reservoir
and Lake Athens, and last year the
series added saltwater dates.

"We're definitely seeing a lot of
people buying kayaks, and I think
overall the sport is still growing in
leaps and bounds," says Barrett Fine
of Austin Canoe and Kayak.

An avid angler who first got into
kayak fishing in 2010, Fine moved to
Texas to help the company open its
San Antonio outlet a few years ago.
In the meantime, he's had his share
of encounters with impressive fish,
including a 7-foot sailfish caught off
the coast of Navarre, Fla., that he

pursued in his Hobie.
"With a fish like that, you can only

tamp down the drag so far," says Fine,

"but I didn't want it to spool me. With

the pedal-drive, I can make about 4
miles per hour, so I could keep that
fish in play, then catch and release it.
I went into chase mode, and landed it.
It was the most beautiful thing."

I had nothing quite so hair-raising
to report during my adventure with
the Moraleses on the Laguna Madre,
but as I pedal around Bird Island Basin

I begin to appreciate the versatility of
kayaks for all sorts of saltwater fun.

Despite its hefty size, with the flippers
tucked smartly underneath the drive,
the Hobie's an extremely stealthy ride.
No worries about awkward paddle
strokes or splashing.

With my hands free, I can cast and
reel in a 270-degree arc across my
body anywhere in front of the boat,
or even troll if I feel like it. (We did

carry paddles in case of mechanical
issues and to help maneuver and

pole through the shallows, where the

pedal-drive sometimes struggles.)
After a couple of hours, I master a
"short-pump" move, suggested by the
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Moraleses, that keeps the fins folde

close to the underside of tae boat. I

can still pump them but they're out

of the grass and suspended above t

muddy bottom.
Conditioned by many years of

riding bicycles, I find that the kaya

pedals function with a different
rhythm. You don't rotate the pedals

The action is more like climbing

stairs, a piston-type push rather

than a circular motion. The rudder
controlled by hand.

"These boats have the most

comfortable seats - you stay dry,
but you're still sitting much closer
to the water than if you were in a
powerboat," Fine says. "You cover

water more slowly and can see mo

details. Kayak fishermen get a slight

advantage by reading the water
more closely. You really get to kno

an area.
It's true. I'm

seeing plenty
of fish that
only flash by
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when my buddies and I fly across the

salt in shallow-running bay boats.

Sheepshead and rays cruise beneath

the gentle waves, grasses flow, and

promising potholes that could hold
waiting fish seem to proliferate. With

the sun in my face, I can't resist a

chuckle when Mike Morales reminds
me of the old cliche: They call it
fishing, not catching, for a reason.

As lunchtime arrives, we manage

to accrue several fish, including a few

smaller trout along the way, which

we summarily release. By the time

Mike hooks the sole keeper redfish
of our expedition, a beefy slot about
22 inches, we have traveled about six
relatively painless miles in search

of action.
After landing that fish, the

big man pulls up next to me and
gestures to a nearby spot where the
spartina gives way to a broad plain
of submerged white sand. lie tells
me how Sandra caugoht a big trout

he says a little sheepishly. "That was

a really nice trout."

As we wrap up, I take my last shot

at a redfish lurking nearby. It spooks,

leaving a telltale cloud in the water,

like the dust kicked up by a cartoon
roadrunner. The rest of our crew is

moseying across the flats, fighting a

light breeze, and I am able to catch

them with a bit of effort as they
reach the launch.

It was a good day. I'd witnessed the

splendor of Bird Island Basin, caught

some fish and navigated the Cadillac
of kayaks. Though I might have
preferred a trophy trout myself, I did

not begrudge Sandra last year's haul.
I knew I'd be back. After all, on

the Laguna Madre, you can miss
out on yesterday or yesteryear -
and it doesn't matter. With a little
luck and good gear, the fish will be

there tomorrow. *

Dan Oko is a Houston freelance writer
last Valentine's Day. who specializes in outdoor recreation,

"I wish we could find one like that," environmental issues and travel.
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scratch'n sniff

MARVELOUS, MALODOROUS
WORLD OF TEXAS SKUNKS

t~e
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By Russell Roe

Nobbdy ruins -o porty like o skunk.

r When Texas Parks and Wildlife Department

mammalogist Jonah Evans came across a road-killed

spotted skunk and decided to save the specimen

in the freezer at work, his co-workers were less

than enthusiastic.

i Needless to say, there were no ice cream cakes in Evans'

immediate future.

Evans' sticky note that said "Do Not Eat" on the skunk's

Ziploc bag wasn't. too funny either.

"All the people at work were frustrated because they

wanted to use the freezer, and I just took a long time to

hand the skunk off to Bob Dowler," Evans says.

A year later, he finally got rid of the skunk, though the use

of the freezer never quite returned to pre--skunk levels.
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OK, but who is Bob Dowler, and
why did he want a frozen skunk?
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Robert Dowler is one of the world's

leading skunk researchers, and he

oversees one of the world's biggest

skunk specimen collections. He is a

professor at Angelo State University
in San Angelo, which, it turns out, is

practically the epicenter of skunkdom

in Texas.
Texas has five species of skunk

- more than any other state - and

that makes Texas a darn good place to
study skunks, if you're into that kind

of thing. Bob Dowler is.
"There's all these questions we've

answered about raccoons, coyotes,

all these other species," Dowler

says. "There've been all kinds of

studies done. When it comes to
skunks, there's lots of room for

asking questions that haven't been

answered because there's a certain ...

Well, I get that from a lot of people:

Why on earth would you work with

skunks? But I've been fascinated
by them for a long time. They're

amazing little animals."
Working with skunks certainly

comes with occupational hazards that

you don't encounter in working with,

say, butterflies or kangaroo rats.

The spraying of the extremely foul-

smelling fluid from the tail end of a

skunk is something that predators,
and spouses of skunk researchers,
don't soon forget.

"My wife is very tolerant," Dowler

says.
Skunks are an important part of

Texas' wildlife. Texas has just one

species of opossum, one species of

raccoon and one species of armadillo.

With five species of skunks, that

makes them kind of special, if you
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appreciate that kind of thing. Bob
Dowler does.

"Most people think a skunk is a

skunk is a skunk," Dowler says.
Skunks used to be grouped in the

same family as weasels, but in the
1990s, genetic work led taxonomists
to group North American skunks and
Asian stink badgers into their own

separate family.
Everybody knows the common

striped skunk, with its black body
and white stripes and its reputation
for spraying predators and pet dogs.
There's also the hog-nosed skunk,
with its long snout and single broad
white stripe down the back, found in
the Edwards Plateau and Trans-Pecos
regions. And there's two species of
spotted skunk: the western and eastern.
Spotted skunks have spots on their
heads and other parts of their bodies;
they are smaller and more agile than
other skunks and can climb trees. And
finally, there's the hooded skunk, a
much less common species found only
in the Big Bend region. It's similar to
the striped skunk but with longer fur
and a ruff of hair on the upper neck.

All of the species have the
distinctive white-and-black coloring
that serves as a warning to predators.

ON THE TRAIL OF THE
SPOTTED SKUNK

The species of greatest
conservation concern is the eastern
spotted skunk, or plains spotted
skunk, which is found in the eastern
half of Texas and the Panhandle and
in the eastern United States. The
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is
considering listing it as a threatened
or endangered species.

If you see a spotted skulrk, especi y

in the eastern half of the state or the

Panhandle, Robert Dowler would like

know about it. Report your sighting I
hi 11 I i ; Ik. totP-C ( t 7 Ol', t:

From the top: A western spotted skunk is

released after being studied; Angelo State

students track radio-collared skunks; a

trap is baited in hopes of catching an

eastern spotted skunk; graduate student

Alex Shaffer checks a track plate at Lake

Somerville State Park; a spotted skunk is

captured on a trail camera.

Opposite: Professor Robert Dowler

oversees the mammal section of Angelo

State's Natural History Collection.

Spotted skunks aren't your typical
skunk.

"Most other skunks are kind of
heavy-bodied and not very aware,"
Evans says. "They lumber around,
and if a predator shows up, they have
their defenses, and that's their game.
Spotted skunks are more like a skunk
crossed with a squirrel. They bound
all over the place, and they can climb
trees pretty well."

Their markings are different, too.
Spotted skunks have multiple, broken
white stripes, plus spots on the rump
and the head.

The eastern spotted skunk was
once a widespread species across the
midwestern and southeastern states,
with harvests exceeding 100,000
animals a year for pelts. In the 1940s,
populations seemed to crash across
the animal's range. Texas put the
plains spotted skunk on its watch
list and awarded Dowler a contract to
assess its status.

Dowler's team is in the process of
surveying 10 sites to find where the
eastern spotted skunk is, and isn't.
At each site, his team uses 120 traps
or detection devices, checked daily
during a weeklong survey.

Since the animal is being
considered for endangered species
status, that means finding one can be
akin to searching for Bigfoot. Dowler
and his students surveyed a site in
Fort Worth for a week and found no
spotted skunks, despite a trail camera
having shown one there earlier in the
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year. At Lake Somerville State Park, a
week's worth of trapping and camera
surveillance turned up no spotted
skunks either. They were getting -
you guessed it - skunked.

In Waller County, too, things had
been looking bleak. Dowler and his
graduate students Clint Perkins and
Alex Shaffer had suffered through
four days of empty traps, stolen bait
and inadvertently trapped raccoons
and opossums. But when they were
making their rounds on the fifth day,
they saw something.

"The grass was pretty thick, and
we couldn't see into the trap," Perkins
says. "We could just see that the trap
was closed. And we could see that
the animal had pulled grass into the
trap to make a little nest. We gently
lifted the cover and saw that a skunk
had wrapped itself in the grass. Alex

was the first one to tell that we had a
spotted skunk."

Shaffer interjects: "I did a little
dance."

Perkins goes on: "I let out a little
woo-hoo."

They found another spotted skunk
two days later, on the survey's last day.

Dowler and his students will wrap
up their work in spring 2017. The
Texas data will be added to data from
other states, leading to a decision on
whether or not to list the species.

DON'T LIFT THAT TAIL
The most well-known skunk

characteristic is, of course, its ability
to spray.

Dowler must be some kind of
skunk whisperer.

"I try to avoid being sprayed," he
says. "Either I'm careful or I'm smart.

To be honest, I haven't been sprayed
much at all."

Plus, he has graduate students to
catch skunks for him.

"I've been sprayed quite a few times

now," Perkins says, "and I don't worry
about it anymore."

The hog-nosed skunk presents a

particular risk, mostly because of its
method of capture. The other skunk

species can be trapped, but the hog-
nosed typically won't go into a trap.
That means the researchers basically
have to chase them down.

"It's a real goat-rope to catch these

things," Dowler says.
From the back of a pickup, they

patrol properties at night, when
the skunks are out, and scan the
countryside with spotlights and
flashlights. When they see one,
they'll bang on the roof of the pickup,



yell "Skunk! Skunk!" and jump out in

a mad dash to capture the skunk.

For the skunk, there's no better

time to spray than when a handful of

Angelo State students are chasing you
with nets and buckets.

All carnivores have anal scent

glands, and animals such as weasels
and badgers have enlarged anal glands
that can be used for defense. Skunks

not only have bigger anal glands,
they also have the ability to spray
their scent from nipples that can be

precisely aimed and controlled.

When a skunk is being chased, it

can emit an atomized cloud that the
pursuing predator must run through.

When a skunk is under a bush or
cornered, it can aim a direct stream

of yellow discharge at a predator's
face. Both are effective methods of

deterring an intruder. The active
ingredient of the foul-smelling
discharge is a sulphide known as
n-butyl mercaptan, which can sting

the skin, cause temporary blindness
and produce a pungent, gagging odor
that is unmistakably skunk.

In a bit of self-loathing, it turns out

skunks can't stand the smell either.
Skunks often issue warnings before

spraying. Striped and hooded skunks
stomp their feet. Hog-nosed skunks
may rear up on their hind legs. Spotted

skunks get acrobatic and perform a
handstand with their tail aloft.

When a skunk is ready to spray,
nozzles emerge from either side of

the skunk's anus. Each nozzle is
surrounded by muscle tissue that
can contract to direct the discharge
15 feet or more with highly
coordinated control.

ON THE ROAD AGAIN
If it was Saturday, it was time to

count the roadkill.
For 15 months in the mid-2000s,

Dowler and Angelo State colleague
Terry Maxwell drove a 100-mile route
near San Angelo every two weeks
documenting roadkill as part of a study.

It's a habit that's been hard to break.
"I can't drive anywhere now

without looking at the roadkill,"
Dowler says.

For Dowler and Maxwell, roadkill
can provide a treasure trove of

mammalian information.

Sooner or later, unlucky members

of the various species of mammals in

Texas - skunks, foxes, porcupines,

armadillos, raccoons, etc. - are going

to end up smashed along a roadside.
And certain information, such as

population numbers and presence of

wildlife corridors, can be gleaned from
these dead animals, if you want to
know such things. Bob Dowler does.

Dowler and Maxwell found that

the number of road-killed skunks

increases dramatically in February
and March - breeding season. Sex-

crazed males embark on nighttime
quests to find mates, and if they have

to cross a highway, they just might
not make it.

Dowler's other research hasn't been
quite so gruesome.

Most of the research questions he
asks are ecological. How do skunks live
their lives? What do they eat? How far
do they roam? Dowler and his students
have been systematically collecting
such information, especially on western
spotted and hog-nosed skunks, since
those species have been studied less
than striped skunks. In one three-
year study funded by TPWD, Dowler
monitored the comings and goings of
striped, western spotted and hog-nosed
skunks at San Angelo State Park.

Dowler and Evans both want to
know more about how the different
skunk species divide up habitat.

"I'm interested in how they partition
their niches so they're not competing,"
Evans says. "In Big Bend National Park,
in one creek bed I found the tracks of
spotted, hog-nosed and striped skunks
all within a few feet of each other.
That's three skunks cohabitating in
the exact same area. But they all have
their own approach."

As part of his research, Dowler
oversees the mammal section of
Angelo State's Natural History
Collection, which contains 18,000
mammal specimens and a world-class
compilation of skunks. Once a year,
Dowler and his students set aside
a very stinky day to prepare skunk
specimens for the collection. They
take the frozen skunks that they've
accumulated through the year (such
as the one from Evans) to a property

outside of town, where they thaw
them and skin them.

"Initially, the smell is overbearing,"
Dowler says, "but you get used to it."

Occasionally, students are sent into
town to pick up food for everyone.
They are encouraged to use the drive-
through lane.

The specimens and their associated
information (location, species, etc.)
can be investigated for trends,
anomalies and so on, providing a
historical window on wildlife, if you
want to study such things.

Bob Dowler certainly does. *

Russell Roe is the managing editor of Texas
Parks & Wildlife magazine.
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There isn't anything better than spending time with

your dad, especially if that time is spent fishing. I was

lucky enough to spend much of my childhood doing

just that. Whether we were walking Galveston's North

Jetty, wading the Bolivar Pocket, exploring Fort Travis

or trying to catch a striped bass at the dam at Sam

Rayburn, Dad and I were always sharing an adventure.
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Midway through summer when
I was 11, Dad decided we'd go for a

weekend camp at the North Jetty.
Friday night, lawn chairs were added

to the provisions we loaded into the
Stella, our 12-foot johnboat. Every

weekend we transported the trusty
little vessel to the end of Bolivar
Peninsula and back in tbe rear end of
Dad's Country Squire station wagon.

Saturday morning the wind was
low and the day was hot, the water

clearing. Dad and I, my brother

John and his friend Mike (both 16)
executed our standard morning

routine. We waded the :Bolivar Pocket
chunking MirrOlures, Johnson

Sprites, plastic shrimp tails and split-
tail beetles, time and time again.

The Stella was tied to Dad's waist
as we made our way toward the
jetty. The little craft served as a
floating wheelbarrow, carrying an
ice chest, tackle boxes, extra rods
and occasionally me. When I was 5
and not tall enough to wade through
all the cuts in the pocket, I'd hop in
for a ride. On days when the flats
didn't produce, we'd load up in the
little skiff and head deeper.

The power behind the versatile
craft morphed over the years. At first
Dad rowed us to our destinations;
next a Minn Kota trolling motor did
the job. In later years, a 5-horsepower
Mercury turned the Stella into a
virtual speedboat. No matter the
means of propulsion, my youthful
imagination always turned the bow
seat into a bucking bronco. I wrapped
the anchor rope around my hand and
rode every swell with one hand in
the air and a rock in my motion.

After a slower-than-expected day
of fishing, the 16-year-olds in our
party were ready to head back to
Beaumont. Dad and I dropped the boys
at the beach, loaded the collapsible
chairs in our johnboat and headed for
our campground for the night.

We passed the cut and the first
marker and picked a nice flat rock
on which to land the boat. We gently
nudged our way onto the boulders
and unloaded our provisions before
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hauling the landing craft up two or
three rocks to relative safety.

The afternoon was still young,
with plenty of daylight left to fish.
We soon went to work, but the low
tide produced slow fishing. The
water was beautiful, clear and green,
but the nonexistent current made
the fish, save the mullet, inactive.
Heat and boredom drove the 11-year-
old me to alternative methods.

I tied on the biggest Silver Johnson
Sprite I could, selecting the spoon
for the size of treble hook over any
other qualities. A semi-flat rocky
perch, partially submerged at water's
edge on the channel side, provided
my attack point. I cast my spoon
to a stationary school of mullet
swimming aimlessly near the huge
rocks. My retrieve consisted of
letting the spoon drop under the
big-eyed baitfish and yanking it back
through in hopes of foul-hooking
one. If you snagged a big one, it
fought hard, and on a slow day you
could cut it up for bait. No telling
what you might catch on fresh-cut
mullet in the Gulf of Mexico.

As my attempts to land a sharp
point deep in the side of the hard-
scaled flatheads failed time and
again, I started to let the Sprite
flutter just a bit farther beneath
the surface with each cast. What
happened next is etched into my

Opposite page: For the author, many
memorable youthful weekends were spent
with father and fish on the upper Texas coast.
This page: The Nelson family commissioned
Beaumont artist John Cobb to create artwork
based on the fam ly's fishing outings in the
Gulf, capturing a special time between father
and son.

memory as clearly as the brightness
of the bluest Texas sky you have
ever seen.

As the spoon fell in crystal-clear
water a mere 20 feet from me, I
watched each sparkle of sunlight flash
off its sides as it oscillated against
the water's resistance. From a crevice
unseen in the submerged rocks, a
beautiful 3-pound trout shot out
vertically. She unhinged her jaws and
enveloped the lure. Luckily, due to the
trance I was in, my reaction was slow
enough with tie hook-set so as not
to yank the treble hook out of the big
girl's mouth. Much yelling ensued.

The first shouting came from me
trying to garner Dad's attention -
no easy feat when he was 30 rocks
away on the jetty. I was finally able
to get him to see the bend in my
rod. With admirable agility, the old
Marine grabbed the net and bounded
over and down to me. It was then
that the sacred fish chant began.

Every one of you who has caught
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a fish of any size has experienced
some form of this "fish dance." The
person or people with you begin
with the delivery of instructions.
Well, I learned the chant from Dad,
and on this day and during the
battle for this unexpected treasure, it
sounded like this:

"Come on now ... Keep your line
tight. Don't horse him! Get him out
of the rocks! Quit reeling. Lead him
to me."

Suddenly the speck realized she
was almost done for and turned to
run for the hills. Now it was my
turn to chant.

"Daddy, don't hit him in the tail!"
Water splashed us both, the trout's

last little burst of drag run ended, and
I turned her back toward the net.

The mantra from Dad continued:
"Head into the net now, head into
the net."

Finally he hoisted the prize out
of the water. Invigorated by the
afternoon's surprise, Dad and I
vigorously cast our lines toward the

anchored ships in the Galveston Ship
Channel for the next two hours. As I
stared at the horizon, I happened upon
the next element of our adventure.

I noticed a strange wall of water
headed our way.

"Daddy, is that a tidal wave?"

He gazed west for a few seconds.
"Don't know, but let's put our life

jackets on and go hold onto the boat."
Dad grabbed me with one hand and

the front hold on the Stella with his
other. Thirty seconds after securing
ourselves, a wave big enough to crash
completely over the jetty at extremely
low tide knocked us and the Stella
three feet toward the Gulf side of the
rocks. Just as suddenly, all was still.

In our life jackets, with firm grips
still on our little beached vessel, Dad
and I did what we had done many
times before and have done countless
times since - we looked at each other
with big eyes and laughed out loud.

The rest of that night the tide
rose. A yacht showed up just before
dark and anchored on the Gulf side
not far from us. Dad and I ate cold
fried chicken while sitting in the
lawn chairs and contemplated the

yacht's occupants. A little bass boat
made multiple runs from the big
boat to the channel side and back all
night, so our imaginations turned
the vessel into a drug boat. Those
on board playing loud music were

-;P

transformed into modern-day pirates.
We talked of rewards, dangers and

all kinds of wonderful stuff. The sky
was completely clear, and every star
was visible for miles. The wind didn't
even whisper, and the only sound
was that of the waves.

The thought of another rogue wave
at high tide was evidently cause for

concern for even the old Marine,
so we didn't sleep much. We fished
and we talked as we dreamed, with
nothing in our heads. What a night.

When the sun rose, the water was
as clear as it gets in that part of the
Gulf - more blue than green, which
just doesn't happen often. The water

teemed with Spanish mackerel, and
we landed quite a few. We watched as
schools of stingray glided gracefully
by. In search of trout, we launched
the Stella and headed back inland.

Dad and I managed a couple of
specks, and in the afternoon, we
picked up a few more flounder. As the
light softened, we made our way back
across the flats and chunked a few
last casts while wading into shore.

We loaded the Stella into the car.
Dad affixed the red handkerchief as
a warning to vehicles that might
not expect a boat to be sticking out
of the back of a station wagon, and
we headed to Beaumont as the sun
slipped away.

I've been lucky enough to catch
sailfish in Mexico and chase
smallmouth bass in Green Bay.
I've been blessed to catch tuna in Cabo
and hook a muskie in Wisconsin. I've
caught trout all night under the lights
at Rollover Pass and loaded a boat
with salmon and rainbow trout on
Lake Michigan. I've been granted a few
kingfish and wahoo in North Carolina.

I've fished lakes and ponds and
caught big bass. I'm proud of the
9'/-pound speckled trout on my wall.

But I'd give it all back for one
more perfect day like that one with
my Daddy. *

Will Nelson is an avid sportsman and
writer in Dallas. Find more of his writings
at willwandering.net
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How to Be Cut Off From Civilization
When it's you against nature, there's only one tool you need:
the stainless steel River Canyon Bowie Knife-now ONLY $49!

Y ou are a man of the wilderness. The only plan you have is to walk up
that mountain until you feel like stopping. You tell youir friend that

it's nothing personal, but this weekend belongs to you.

You've come prepared with your River Canyon Bowie Knife sheathed at

your side. This hand-forged, unique knife comes shaving sharp with a
perfectly fitted hand-tooled sheath. The broad stainless steel blade shines
in harmony with the stunning striped horn, wood and bone
handle. When you feel the heft of the knife in your hand, you know that
you're ready for whatever nature throws at you.

This knife boasts a full tang blade, meaning
the blade doesn't stop at the handle, it runs
the full length of the knife. According to
Gear Patrol, a full tang blade is key, saying "A
full tang lends structural strength to the knife,
allowing for better leverage ... think one long
steel beam versus two."

With our limited edition River Canyon
Bowie Knife you're getting the best in 21st-

century construction with a classic look
inspired by legendary American pioneers.
What you won't get is the trumped up price
tag. We know a thing or two about the
hunt- like how to seek out and capture an

outstanding, collector's-quality knife that
BONUS! Call today and you'll
also receive this genuine

won't cut into your bank account. leather sheath!

This quintessential American knife can be yours to use out in

the field or to display as the art piece it truly is. But don't wait.

A knife of this caliber typically cost hundreds. Priced at an
amazing $49, we can't guarantee this knife will stick around for

long. So call today!

Your satisfaction is wo% guaranteed. Feel the knife in your
hands, wear it on your hip, inspect the craftsmanship. If you
don't feel like we cut you a fair deal, send it back within 60 days
for a complete refund of the sale price. But we believe that once

you wrap your fingers around the River Canyon's handle, you'll
be ready to carve your own niche into the wild frontier.

What customers are saying
about Stauer knives...

"First off the shipping was fast
and the quaity i beyond what
I paid for the knife. Overall I
am a satisfied customer!"

- D., Houston, Texas

River Canyon Bowie Knife $-7*

Offer Code Price Only $49 + S&P Save $30 *

1-800-333-2045 7weyos
INSIDERyu

Y s f e - OFFER CODE

Y* mus us h ni:. - e.-.-

S 1410] Southcross Drive W., Dept. RCK119-01
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 www.stauer.com

*Discount is only for customers who use the offer code versus the listed original Stauer.com p-ice.

" Full tang 4 %" stainless steel blade, 9" overall length " Genuine horn, wood and bone handle " Polished brass guard and spacers * Includes leather sheath

Smart Luxuries-Surprising Pices-

Rating of A+
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IEXAS ACCOMMODATIONS

RIO FRIO LODGING
& NATURE CENTER

Retreat to
the Hills for

a Week or
Weekend of
Relaxation &
Adventure

Bird, Hike, Mountain Bike Trails,
Storytelling & Nature Tours

www.hillcountryadventures.com
830-966-2320 * www.friolodging.com

* PALO ALTO CREEK FARM. Landmark historic
German-Texas farmstead on the creek. Ancient
oaks, abundant wildlife, Hill Country tranquility.
Beautifully renovated log cabin, barn, farmhouse,
all with private spa therapy rooms.
www.paloaltocreekfarm.com (800) 997-0089

* SETTLER'S CROSSING BED AND BREAKFAST.
Private historic log cabins and cottages spread
over 35 park-like acres, just minutes from town.
www.settlerscrossing.com (800) 874-1020

N EW BAU N F E L

* HISTORIC KUEBLER WALDRIP HAUS BED
AND BREAKFAST. Country elegance on 43
acres 2-6 minutes to New Braunfels, Gruene,
music, shopping, fishing, golf, tennis. Perfect for
vacations, weddings, reunions. 10 rooms, Jacuzzis,
delicious hot breakfast.
www.kueblerwaldrip.com (830) 625-8300

CO I'R

* MEYER BSTB. On Cypress Creek, Hill Country,
mid-1800s stage stop, Texas landmark. Pool, hot
tub, fireplaces, golf.
www.meyerbedandbreakfast.com (888) 995-6100

R* CKPORT

HOPES' HOUSE
ROCKPORT, TEXAS

(8oo) 924-1008
www.hoopeshouse.com

m

NATIONALLY HISTORIC VICTORIAN HOME.

EIGHT ROOMS EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH.

FULL BREAKFAST INCLUDED. CALL FOR BROCHURE.

It gi-

Tt "

SELF-FEEDINL models available. No more force-feeding!

CHIP BIG BRANCHES up to 5.75" thick!

COMMERCIAL STYLE high-discharging models direct wood
chips right where you want them.

MODELS that SHRED yard and garden waste as well as
CHIP branches.

FREE SHIPPING

SOME LIMITATIONS APPLY
Call or go online for details.

ox
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Call for FREE DVD and Catalog!
FOEE 877-201-7667

DRchi pper.com

i

DR Field and Brush Mowers

Faster...Easier...
Lower-Priced!
Mow fields, brush,
even saplings
with never-
beforeease!

NEW WIDE CUT MODELS for faster mowing!

NEW POWER STEERING for easier handling!

NEW LOW PRICC reduced up to $500!

Plus-

-

$1,39999o

FREE SHIPPING."
SOME LIMITATIONS APPLY

Call for FREE DVD and Catalog!

TOLL-FREE c4iA

877-201-7667
[ DRfieldbrush.com
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30-ounce drink-
safe porcelain stein
features a genuine
Buffalo Nickel, the

"Coin of the
American West"

Lavishly accented
with gleaming

22K gold

Western-inspired
design features rope,
filigree and Buffalo

horn motifs

Showcases the
beloved Indian Head
design by James Earle

Fraser on the front

The sculpted
buffalo topper

and scene
below are

lavishly plated
in 22K gold

t ~

?) ~Sw

C E L E BPT THE A MEKCXN WEST! RESERVATION APPLICATION

Few coins have captured the free spirit of this nation, or represented her so well, as _ _ _ _ _

the Buffalu Nickel. Designed by the U.S. Mint and in circulation just as tie A"erican RA O D ( NeAN E
West was passing into legend, it has become a hotly-collected memento of pride in our
nation's r-ch heritage. Now it is the star of The Buffalo Nickel Heirloom Stein, exclu- 9345 Milwaukee Avenue - Niles, IL 60714-1393

from The Bradford Exchange. YES. Please reserve t e Buffalo Nickel Heirloom Stein
for me as described in this announcement.

Featuring a genuine Buffalo Nickel on front, this porcelain stein is inspired Limit: onE per order. Please Respond Promptly
by the in-ricate filigree designs popular in the era and gleams with 22K gold accents.
The famed portrait created by James Earle Fraser from the noble faces of three Native Mrs. Mr Ms. radrre (Please Print Clearly)

American chiefs is handsomely framed by a turquoise and rope border. The stein Address
includes a sculpted "buffalo horn" handle ready to raise a toast to the spiri: of the West.

Outstanding value; satisfaction guaranteed city-

Peak demand is expected, so act now to acquire yours in four installments of $24.99, State zip
for a total issue price of only $99.95* . Your purchase is backed by our 365-day mo-ley-
back guarantee, so you risk nothing. Send no money now. Just complete and return the Email 01-22175-001-E31791
Reservation Application today! 'Plas $14.99 shipping and service Limited-edition presentation restricted to95

firing days Please allow 4-- weeWs after initial payment for shipment Sales sub-
0t6 E;GE 01-22175-001-BIR wviwbradfordexchange.com/buffalostein -- t~o product availability and c rdr -acceptance. ------- -------------

SEND NO MONEY NOW
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Specializing in

s-iailow water flats

i fishing for redfish,

trout flounder.

-Full Day /
Half Day

-Baffin trips
-Kayak Rentals
" Kayaks Shuttle

Drop off / pick up
-Nature Boat Trips for
Photography and Private
Whooping Crane Tours

rockportredrunner@y oo.com
www.rockportredru ner.com

1 I

AA,:s,.L' s, : ,LL SjNSI 2,UC Is

I ghtweight, durable, and portable (it folds for
.asy storage) .
PERFORATED LID and sidewalIs maximize
airfow and trap embers.

1600* 9
TEMPERATURES
-,ean more
.-o-ough burning
with less ash.

Always check loca
crdi-iances before burning.

Nc more UNSAFE and UNSIGHTLY rusty barrel!

Call for FREE Information Kit
and Factory Direct Coupon!

TOLL-FREE

877-201-7667
Bu rnCage.com
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KARANKAWA VILLAGE
'for rhe good life on the gulf "

THE LODGE & CATTAILS

The ambience is casual at The ILodge,
but the amenities are luxurious. Each
of the cight rooms are uniquelV st led,
featuring the finest organic bedding,

large bathrooms and original artwork.

GOurmet coffees and flat screen telcvi-
sions are found in each room and two

outdoor living rooms with fireplaces
are yours during your visit. Our

popular mercantile shop, (attails, is

part of t~ie Karankawa Village just
across th 'oardwalk. Here you will

find more of :he finest coffees, wines,

cigars, gourmet foods, artwork,
clothing ii1d lhomewvares.

Matagorda, TX - (979) 863-7737
karankawavillage.com

The EASY DR® Way
to TRIM and MOW!

ULW

- I

The o ,y isnr

GUARANTEED
not to wrap.

FREE SHIPPING

SOME LIMITATIONS APPLY
Call or go online for details.

The DR* TRIMMER MOWER
Gives You 5X the power and
NONE of the backstrain of
handheld trimmers!

TRIMS & MOWS thick grass and weeds without
jogging down--the only trimmer guaranteed
lot to wrap!

"OLLS LIGHT AS A FEATHER on big, easy-
rclling wheels.

HICKEST, LONG=ST-LASTING cutting cord
'Lp to 225 mil) takes seconds to change.

N=W 1OW7 BFIIND IOD I S FOR 7 ACTORS

ATVS & R DIN MOWERS

Call for FREE DVD and Catalog!
TOLL

FEE877-201-

DRtrimmers.com
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Add Some Wow toYour Vows
Put a rainbow on her finger with the opal that's taking the jewelry industry by storm.

L ong ago, we made a vcw: We would not produce a five-opalanniversary ring until two very specific conditions were met.

First, the opals had to be of superior quality, with the joyous

iridescence to delight all who saw the precious stone's colors dance

in the light. Second, the price had to be right, so that we could

provide the value Stauer clients expect from us. So when The New

York Times style section called Ethiopian opal the "undisputed

winner" of the 2014 Gem Show, we decided to pounce. The result

is the astoundingly beautiful Five-Star OpalAnniversary Ring.

All five of these exotic beauties possess the radiant rainbow of color
we've been looking for. Arranged in a sterling silver setting finished
in lustrous gold, this ring is a beautiful tribute to your lasting love.

EXCLUSIVE

Five Star Opal
Stud Earrings

-a $199 value-
with purchase of

Five Star Opal Ring

So how about our price promise? We
met that too. We want you to know there

is absolutely no reason to overpay for luxury

gemstones. The big name jewelers have

been deceiving the public long enough,
charging as much as $16,000 for an

Ethiopian opal ring. We won't trump up

the price to make you think it's luxurious.
This ring is just as luxurious (if not more)

than the big designer name rings, AND it's

yours for under $100. I think it's safe to

say we more than met our price promise.

We exceeded it... by about 16,000%!

"Opal's spectacular play-of-color can
display all the colors of the rainbow."

- Gemological Institute of America

"The play of color in opals is so gorgeous they sometimes don't even

seem real and yet they are." - from 2015 Couture Show

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. Slip this rainbow on her

finger. If she's not absolutely delighted simply send it back within

60 days for a com:Kete refund of the sale price. The stud earrings

are yours to keep. See if your jewelry store can match that!

The Five-Star Opal Ring is one of Stauer's fastest sellers.
Supplies are limited. We can't seem to keep this ring in stock.
Don't miss this rare opportunity. Plus, call today and receive
the matching opal stud earrings FREE! You'll want to catch this
radiant rainbow before it's gone!

Five-Star Opal Anniversary Ring 439.9*
Offer Code Price Only $99 + S&P Save $300!

Plus, FREE opal stud earrings, a $199 value

You must use the insicer offer code to get our special sale price.

1-800-333-2045
Your Insider Offer Code: OAR122-o1
Please use this code wl en you orc er tc receive your discount.

o 14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept. 0AR122-01,
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 www.stauer.com

Special price only for customers using
( u e E The offer code versus the price on

Rating of A+ staue com without your offer code.

.5 ctw Ethiopian opal " Gold-finished .925 sterling silver setting * Whole ring sizes 5-10

Smart Luxuries Surprising Price:



AS THE SUN COMES UP
across a Texas coastal flat, the
silhouettes of coastal birds begin
to slowly weave through the

sky. The dedicated, early-rising

wade-fisher walks along the
surf, trying his luck. He's seen
a dolphin and caught a redfish

already. It's going to be a good
morning - he can feel good luck
quivering in the tip of his rod.

Wade-fishing the shallow flats of
our Texas coast offers some noteworthy
advantages over other forms of fishing,
even more than the quiet beauty of a
coastal sunrise.

Economically speaking, wade-fishing
requires much less financial investment
because there's no boat, so no need for
insurance, trailer or fuel. You have to carry
your gear, so it's simple by necessity.

Keeping your feet in the water offers
a more connected fishing experience.
Walking through the flats brings you
up-close to all kinds of natural wonders
you'd miss speeding by in a boat. Find your
own private area away from the crowds
and really let the magic of the coast wash
over you.

Red drum, spotted seatrout, black drum,
flounder and ladyfish are some of the most
popular species, but the coastal bounty is
widely varied. There's no shortage of land
available for this sport, with hundreds of
miles of accessible coastline and acres and
acres of shallow coastal flats to walk.

By Caleb Harris

WADE SHOES. When
water temperatures are

low, you'll need good waders. Some
anglers still wear waders in the
summer, just for p-otection. High-
quality wading boots will help you
keep your feet out there.

SUN PROTECT ON. Don't
forget hat, sunglasses
and a long-sleeve shirt.

MEDIUM-WEI HT
CASTING ROD. A
sturdy, medium-weight
spinning rod (use a12-

to 15-pound line) is generally a good
rod for wade-fishing the Texas coast.

VEST. Anglers wear
many-pocketed vests
to keep all their gear
well organized.

MAP Many tackle
stores sell maps of
specific wading areas.

A wading rod belt can
help you secure your

rod when handling a fish or tying
on a new rig, or can help with a
second rod.

LURES. Any tackle
store will be glad to
recommend some lures
to use in the area. Some

prefer shrimp and mullet soft plastics
and Mirrolure-style casting plugs.

FLOATING BAIT BUCKET~
If you aren't using
artificial lures, these

buckets will keep your bait alive.
Many wade fishers also catch their
own bait with cast nets, making
wade-fishing ever more economical.

LANDING NET AND
10 WADING STRINGER,

Carry a net to land
the fish, and if you intend to keep
your catch, bring along a long
wading stringer.
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PARTING SHOT

For this month's cover photo, we
enlisted the aid of Mark Landrum,
known as the "Port Aransas
sandcastle guy." His passion for
building sandcastles led him to create
a thriving business building custom
sandcastles (even wedding proposal
"Will you marry me?" versions) and
teaching the art of castle-making to
locals and visitors. After putting the
finishing touches on this sandcastle,
he quipped, "Who else gets to make
a living by playing in the sand?" Check
out his work at: www.sandrum.com.
Photo by Earl Nottingham. TOOLS:
Canon EOS 5D Mark Ill camera, Canon
EF24-70mm f/2.8L USM lens, f/4.5 at
1/640 of a second, ISO 160.
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